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OAU STAFF BULKS.
CHAPTER 1:. PiiRPOSK • SCOPE AND CATION
Article I - Purpose
• '-The present Staff Kules.- drawn up in
of the Staff Regulations of the Organ-zai ion « * -
supplement those Regulations.
Article 2 - Application
•The provisions of these Rules shall apply to all- stcff
..embers and .e..ployees of the Organi za t i^on as csf-.neo in • Article o o,
the present Rules.
Article 3 r Definitions •
(a) For the purpose of the application of ^.he St^f^
Regulations and these Rules.
Ci) A "Staff Meaber" is any person eir.ployed
by the Organisation, perisanen.ly or
tL.porarily, on the- basis of monthly wages,or
salary:
(ii) An ••Employee" is STiy person
Orfi-anization temporarily, on the basis -
daily wages;.
(iii) -••Personnel" includes <.1\ staff , members,
employees in the service of the ,Organi z,^t.i on . ^
unless-otherwise clearly stated.
.A, '^Rermanent Staff Mev>bor" is,.a staff TaST:;ber
•assigned to a oermanent post-and to v.'hoir^.
after successful conipietion , of a porioo o.
fixed-term conxractu."! service. a pei mcai.^rnc
aopointment has r-een f;rr:P.iea, m sccorcai-ce
with the provisions of para- Cc) of Ar^iiclc i
of Staff Regulations:
(ii)- A ''Non-Der.iianent Staff,,. W.€\:\bcr" is a staff
" member' serving on a fixed tern! contrac-c.
either upon initial appointment or oiherv/ise
provided in c^aras (b), (c) and (e
Article 13 of the Staff Heeulations.
(b) . • (i)
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(c) "Dependent Spouse" is ^ny person lawfully married to a
staff member who is not engaged in any remunerated
occupation in the Organization or elsewhere. The
Organization shall recognize only one dependent spouse
for each staff member.
(d) "Dependent Child" is the legitimate child of a staff
member or child legitimized or legally adopted in
accordance with the laws of the staff member's country.
A child shall be considered dependent if he is under
the age of twenty-one except if .he is permanently
disabled in which case the age limit shall be twenty-
four.
(e) Beneficiaries of -a staff member are those nominated
by the staff member in writing and. in conformity with
the prescribed procedures. In the event of the staff
member's death, all amounts standing-- to his credit
shall be paid to the desi gnated" beneficiary or
benef i ci ari es.
Article 4 - Use of Genders
References in the Staff Regulations and in these Rules to
s t a Af merobers or employees shall apply equally to men and women
except when it is clear from the context that they are intended to
apply only to men or only to women.
CHAPTB:H II; DUTIES. OBLIGATIONS AND RIGHTS
Article 5 - Duties and Obligations
In addition to the general obligations to serve', protect and
defend the interests of the Organization set out in Articles 3 and 4
of the Staff Regulations, all staff members have the following further
obligations, inherent in the nature of their functions and duties:
(a) They shall devote themselves entirely to the
performance of their duties, perform those duties in
person and be at their post;
(b) They shall observe scrupulously the working hours set
by the Secretary-Genera1;
(c) fhey shall not exercise any other profession or engage
in any employment outside the Organization without the
prior authorization of the Secretary-General:
1
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(d) Any staff inenii?er who has occasion to deal in his
official caoacity with ^ny iriatter involving a corr.pany
or other business concern in vvnich r.i has an" interest,
shall disclose the nature and extent'of the interest to
the Secretary-General;
Ce) They shall be accountable to their "'superior officers
for the manner in which they exerc: se -the i'r authority,
carry out orders given to them and supervise the
.execution of orders they have siven.- They shall not be
exempted from blaiiie for errors coinnii t ted. by tlieir
subordinates' except in cases cf misconduct ^ by the
latter;
Cf) On pain of disciplinary rp.easures, they may nox accept
from any governnient or any oth<:*r source external to the
Organization, without the authorization of the
Secretary-General , any honour, ceccrati n, ren^uneratioh
or any sort of lavour incon";p«^'cibie with tneir
obi i^''ations . and duties "siovards ine Organization or
likely to compromise their incepencsnce:•
(g) They may exercise their civil rignxs but shall not
engage in any political activity incompatible with the
imoartiality required by their status as international
civil servants or 'which .night be prejuoi c i a l*. • t o the
Organization.
Article 6 - Obligations Relating to Inforination
(a) By reason of their status as international civil
servants of the OAU, sta^f i:".e:'-";Oers shall ooserve
Drofessional sect^ecy. lo i,his cndj' tHay shall not
communicate to anyone vhosoaver or use to their private
advantage any inforn^ation , document, facts and
cominun i cat i ons ts=hich s-iall cojue tc their knov.'ledge in
the course of the-oxcrcise of" 'tnoir duties except by
the authorization of the Sec:'et^.ry-General if the
latter thinks that it shall not be prejudicial to the
basic interests of the Organization or of a Member
State.
(b) Staff members shall not, oxccpt in-the-normal course of
their duties or with the- prior authorization of the
Secretary-Genera 1, issue statements to the press or
other media of public i nf OTT;:a t i on, make public
statements or publish books, articles, etc.. or any
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subject which relat'es to the aims, activities or
interests of the Organization.
(c) The obligations stated in paragraphs (a) and (b) above
remain in effect for five years after separation from
, the Organization, unless an exception is authorized by
the Secretary-General.
(d) Any misuse or unauthorized removal or destruction of
official documents is strictly forbidden, as is the-
communication or reproduction of such documents or
papers except in the course of official duties in the
prescribed manner or on the instructions of a superior
o f f i cer. .
Article 7 *- Copyright. Patent and Other Mights
Ail rights, including title, copyright and patent rights in
any work performed by a staff member as part of his official duties
shall be vested in the Organization.
Artic1e 8 - Official Holidays
Ca) Staff members shall be entitled to the following
official holidays with pay:
(i)- 25 May (Africa Day)
(ii) Legal and Public Holidays observed by the
host country at the duty station.
(b) St.aff members who are nationals of a country which
observes a national day are entitled to one day of
official holiday with pay on that day, provided that
they have submitted a request in writing and that not
more than one such day may be granted each year.
Article 9 - Immunities and Privileges
The Immunities and Privileges enjoyed by the staff members
under Article 7 of the Staff Regulations shall be the following:
(a) The Secretary-General and Assistant Secretaries-General
are entitled to the same immunities and privileges as
diplomatic staff of diplomatic missions;
(b) All other staff members, regardless of their
nationalities, are entitled, in the territory of any
Member State of the OAU and in the host country of
their duty station, to Immunities as defined in the
OAU General Convention on Privileges and Immunities.
1
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in Headduarters Agresiinsnts and in sucn C'tner Agre&ir:ents
that may be concluded by -the OAU and hc£t countries;
Cc) All staff members of Groups II ^nd III, except
nationals of the host country, -..re entitlfid to the same
privileges as staff of diplomatic nissions of
equivalent rank;
Cd) The Secretary-General shall C:i;ter:;:ine , iroin time to
time, the conditions of ent i t i a.';:i-nt to i?'.:~:uni t i,e^ and
Drivllsges on the basis of the vDrio;:i- international
conventions, the OAU General Lonveni: i or: on Privileges
and Inniiini t ies and the her^oquar ter s Agrft'^nient.
CHAPTH:R III : CLASSIFICATION OK
Art i cl_e__lp - Class i fj cati on of Staff
The Gtg'.ids used to classify a]l the posts of t'nz OAU staff,
as cefi::-rd in Article 8 of the - Staff Hegul a t i ons i-hail. be the
fell ov/i r.~ :
(a) Group I "- Elected Officials
Group I coir.prises the Secre Li^ry-Gr.-.-iral and the
Assistc.nt Se ere I: ur: es-Genera 1 .
(b) Group 11 - Professional" and Technical Staff
Group li consists of tv;o catcg-orir,-s:
First Category - CProf-issionai Stc-iff) includes staff
ir.Gmbc-rs responsible for conceivin^^, pisnning.
rr.anag^ing and n-oni tor i n^' activities;
- Second Categor'y - CTecIiriicai Staff) iricluces
technical staff responsible .for developing,
iir.D 1ementing and si:pervising activities and those
with specialist functions, e.. reviTors,
translators, i nt c-rpre t er s .
Groi'.o III - General S:.-rvi
Group III consists -.^f two categories:
Pirst Category ** (Auniini strrit i ve ) i nc i--'des qualified
administrative staff, e.g. ac'ir.i n i s t r.~. t i ve clerks,
iJecrctaries, typists;
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Second Cateogry (Auxiliary) includes staff
performing routine duties of implementation and
maintenance.
Article 11 - Grades and Steps
(a) In each category of Groups II and III there shall be
one or several levels (grades).
(b) Each Grade of Category 11 shall comprise several steps
as follows:
Grade PI shall comprise 10 steps:
Grade P2 shall comprise-11 steps:
Grade P3 shall comprise 13 steps:
Grade P4 shall comprise 12- steps:
Grades from P5 to D1 shall comprise 10 steps:
Grade D2 shall .comprise 4 steps.
(c) Each Grade of Category III shall comprise several
steps
Grade GSAl shall comprise 10 steps:
- Grade GSA2 shall comprise 11 steps:
Grade GSA3 shall comprise 12 steps:
Grade GSA4 shall comprise 13 steps:
Grades GSA5 and GSA6 shall comprise 12 steps.
Article 12: Classification of Posts
The Secretary-General shall lay down the terms and
conditions for the classification of posts depending on the nature of
the duties and responsibilities inherent in those, posts.
CHAPTER IV: APPOINTMENTS. PROMOTION AND RE-EMPLOYMENT
Article 13 - Recruitment
(a) In order to respect the principle of recruitment
according to national and sub-regional distributipn of
staff provided for in sub-paragraph (d) of Article 12
of the Staff Regulations, not more than ten (10) staff
of the First Category of Group II (Professional Staff)
shall be nationals of the same Member State. However,
1
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whenever a Member State does . not totally fill its
quota, the quota may be filled on short term contracts
by nationals of any other Member State.
(b) V/here candidates., hold equal qualifications, priority
shall be /jiven to the nationals of :-'cinb.^r States '.vhich
are least represeiited.
(c) • Staff in the' second category of Group II (Technical
Staff) "and of 'Group 111 (General Scirvice Staff) shall
not be included in the quota of lUir?.b(±r States..
(d) The_ Secretary-General shall corrjnunicate regularly to
the Governments of Member States, the list "of vacant
post's together v,uth' job descriptions , requesting them
to present appropriate candidatures and inform each"
Government of the status .of its quota.
•Article 14 - Internal c.nd External Proi^.otion. . ' • .
(a) The Orgariization iTiust, - as far as possible, encourage
the principle of int'er.nal promotion, without, hov/ever,
any prejudice to the recruitment of f.'~esh talents;
(b) The promotion fro.m the General Services Category (GSA)-
to the .Professional Category (?) must "necessarily be
through a competitive e>:aniinati-on.
(c) Ail the staff members of the. General Service Category
having reached the ceiling of their grade or
seniority of at least five (5) years in this
may sit for a competitive examination for a
Grade PI.
rtic 1 e 15 - F&Piily Re.lationships
Ca) Except v;'nen .inothsr person equally v?eli qualified
cannot be recruited,, an appointment shall not be
granted to a person v/ho bears any of the follo'A'ing
relationships to a staff member: husband, wife, father,
'mother, sister, son or daughter.
(b) A staff member v.'ho bears to another staff meinber any of
the re 1ationships specified in para (a) above shall not
be assigned to service in a post v;hich is superior or
subordinate in the line of aut.hority to the staff •
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member to whom he oj" she is related. He or she shall
disqualify himself or herself from participating in the
process of reaching or reviewing an administrative
; decision affecting the staff member to whom he or she
i s related.
Cc) Ihe marriage of one staff member to another shall not
affect the contractual status of either .spouse, but
their entitlements and other benefits shall be modified
in consequence.
Art i cle 16 - - Letter of Appointment
Ca) The Letter of Appointment provided to each staff member
in accordance with Article. 10 of the Staff Regulations
shall contain expressly or. by reference all the: terms
and conditions of employment. The contractual
entitlements of staff members shall be strictly limited
to those contained in the letter.
Cb) V/hen a staff member is seconded to the service of the
, . , Organization by the Government" of his country, the fact-
of the secondment and its expected duration shall be
stated in the letter of appointment, a copy of which
shall be provided to the Government.
Article 17 - Provision of Information bv Staff Members
Ca) Before or at the time of appointment every staff member
shall provide to the Secretary-General, in-writine^, the
official information required for the purpose of
establishing his status under the Staff. Rules and
Regula t i ons.
Cb) Every staff member shall be responsible for promptly
notifying the Secretary-General in writing of any
subsequent changes affecting his status under the Staff
Rules and Regulations.
CO A staff member who is arrested, charged with an
offence, convicted, fined or imprisoned for any offence
other than a minor traffic violation or similar offence
shall immediately report the fact to the Secretary-
General .
1
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(d) The SecretdryGcrjcral ;nay. at any .nicinent, request any
staff HioiTiber to provide, in v?riting, i nformst 2on on
facts anterior to his c.?pointir.ent and affecting his
coinoetence or concerning facts related to his
integrity, conduct, tvjral chorscter and services as
staff men-.ber of the OAU.
Article 18 - Effective of Ai>roii'tni^nt
(a) The appc intiric-nt of a sta f f ' member-recrui ted locally or
at the clutv station shall take cffect -.froni the aate on
vjhich he starts to porforin his duties.
(b) The aoDointment'of a sr.aff nienbsr recr-jited otherwise
thc:-i 'localiv or at the duty station shall take effect
fr^om the date on vhich he Iraves his' normal place or
residence :;-nd begins cff.ici<a travel ,tx»..take up has
duties, provided that he travels by the most direct
route.
Article 19 ~ Probation and Confj_rjT!ji.tx^
(a) Th^ prob-t i onrt'-y period provided for in para Ca) of
Article 13 of the Staff dtions is a perioa or
observation, dv.ring vihich -a sc?/ff ineir.bsr v-hd v^'isnes cO
be conf'•-~r:"'d in the serv-i.ce of the Org'anization may
^ through his pro-fessional competence, good
conduct r.r;d physical and mental fitness that he is -apt
i-o i-.r.suma 7.hi dutii-s snd respons i'bi 1i ties of a st.arf
inersiber.
• (b) The duraticn of the prcba t i cnr.ry period shal.l be
spfjcified in the i-ijtter of appoiritii.trnt , in ciccorcance
v.-i th Ariiclfi 12 <5*.) of Hefe'U I at i ons .
(c) Tvo moniihs horfore the ..\Mp i r^ t i on of the pr obs ci onary
-^ri od ,* Director.of iiie Departracnt shall submit a
written of st^ff :T:e:::C-er s
eual i f i cal 1vns , p-ir f oi-;.-:;-^ce ^nd conduct ana his
suitability -rn i n t t i ona i "civil servant. mis
report sL-li be r c-n.: i'7::?r ed by the Vu-c ru i t-.en t ,
Aopointr::-.:5, rr o::.: ^i c:.s -nd Slaff Development
Co:r::nittee vh.ici; shr.il r;-cc-n.-.^end to 'che^ Secrctary^
Gcne!-a] v.-rether or not i.he r-t^-.ff n^rinber's contr?ict
shall be •> r"i:"eG .
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(d) If the initial period of 12 months of probation is not
judged satisfactory, it may be extended for a" further
; period not exceeding six months. Two months before the
expiration Of the extended period the staff member s
performance shall be reviewed again, as in para (c)
above.
(e) When a staff member has completed satisfactorily the
normal or extended probationary period, his fixed-term
contract- shall, on the recommendation of the
Recruitment, Appointments, Promotions and Staff
Development Committee, be confirmed.
(f) If the staff member's services are judged
unsatisfactory after the extended probationary period,
he shall be terminated, on the recommendation of the
Recruitment, Appointments, Promotions and Staff
Development Committee, under the provisions of Article
49 of these Rules. • ' •
Article 20 - Advancement and Promotion
(a) Individual Records and Periodic Reports
"(i) A report on the work, and conduct of each staff
member shall be prepared by his supervisors. The
report shall be shown to the staff member, who
shall be required to certify that he has seen it
and received a copy of it and he shall also be
entitled to place on the file. his comments
concerning it.
Cii) Staff members shall be informed of any adverse
observations and remarks made in any confidential
report on them and shall be entitled to submit to
the authority to whom the report is addressed,
their comments on its contents.
(b) Within Grade Advancement •
(i) Pursuant to paras (a) and (b) of Article 14 of the
Staff Regulations, advancement of a staff member
by grant of one or more salary increments within
the same grade shall be made on the basis of
satisfactory performance and merit;
Cy!/i4i4 (XLV) IacIV . 4
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• i- 4-^ —i->^a T'l^svi" stsp v^ithin <.nG(11) AQvancement to i.-Xv. =. c-1 ifpr-^-orv
grade shall be granted, s-^bject to a satisfactory
performance report, after eacn year of cont^-.u-^s
service;
Ciii) The annual inereinent may be witnhelQ if the sto f
member's Derforraance is judged -ess ^han
satisfactory, or as a disciplinary measure "f'-der
Article 59 of these Rules; in that event, no
increment shall be granted until twelve months
have elapsed: at that time, a ne« increment may be
granted but the• increment which was- withnexd shall.
• not be restored ^unless .the Secretary-General
decides that there are exceptional grour.QS ror
doing" so;
•Civ.) Kstaff member whose performance has been Judpd
exceptionally ; meritorious may • • eran.eq
ac-elerated advancement by the award Ox not more
than one stetJ in addition to the annual increment
•normally due". Such accelerated--advancement may be
'granted- only-• once in 'the course of -a statt
•member's service in a given grade ^xt.shall in
• any'case/ be subject to the availability of tht
necessary budgetary provisions.
Frori'.otion. in e^-cceptioral c_a^^s_
•Ci) On proposal by the Personnel Division based on -the
evaluation on-report of ^the last three^y.aars, the
.S-ecretary-General" may grantwi thin the •limat.^o.
budgetary provisions', an. exceptional • promotion oo
•-staff- members of Categories P and GSA wno ^inay -.have
.-proved to' be outstanding by their pr;o j. ess lonal
apt i tude; • • - •
(ii) The proposal of' the .Personnel Divi s i on must be
examLed beforehand by the - Ad.vancement ana
•' Promotions Board, which shall, then suomit
•recoinmendation • to the _.Secretary-General on the
•granting or otherwise of the promotion.
(iii) The total number'of these exceptional promotions
shall.' in any case, not exceed 2-^: or the total





(iv) It is understood that in the case of this
exceptional promotion, the staff member shall be
promoted only to the grade immediately above his
grade.
Cd) Right of Appeal
Every staff member shall have the right to appeal
against decisions on advancement and promotion
affecting him in accordance with the procedures
established under Article 26 of the Staff Regulations.
Artic1e 21 - Re-employment
(a) A former staff member may be re-employed, subject to
availability • of a suitable vacant post and provided
that the reason for his separation from service were
not incompatible with his re-employment.
Cb) The staff member may be given a new appointment, the
terms of which shall be fully applicable without regard
to any period of former service.
CO Similarly, a staff member may be re-employed within
twelve months of being separated from service. If more
than twelve months have elapsed since his separation
from service, he may be re-employed if separation was
aue:
either to disability under the provisions of para
(c) of Article 22 of the Staff Regulations.and the
Secretary-General is satisfied that the disability
• no longer exists;
or to release from the service of the Organization
at the request of the staff member's government
under the provisions of para (f) of Article 12 of
the Staff Regulations, the staf^f . member may be
reinstated. In this event, the s.taff member shall
return to the Organization all monies he received
on account of separation: his service shall be
considered as having been continuous and the
interval between separation and reinstatement
shall be charged, to the extent possible and
necessary, to annual leave, with any further
period being charged to special leave without pay.
1




Article 22 - Remuneration of Officials of Group I
Ca) In application of the provisions of psra (b) of Article
16 of the Staff Regulations, staff members belonging to
Group I (Elected Officials) shall be. entitled to
receive ,- in addi tion to thei.r bas i'.Ca,^_,aiary, the amount
of which]^ .is^aideterrai.ned by, thQ.- Counc,i-i';of.Ministers , the
various allowances- generally accprded-'^^to staff members
as set out in Articles 23 to 28 below._
(b) They shall "also be antitied to the folloviing special
benefi ts: . .
- The Secretary-General
(i) Free, furnished house;
•<ii) Free"household- staff (three, including a
. - - _guard):
(.iii.)- One official car with driver;
'•(iv) Free utilities" (v^ater and. e lectr i ci t y) ;
' ' . - . - (v) .Free telephone (office-and residence).
Each -Assistant Secretary-General
. . (i.) Housing Allowance; • - / .
•• • (ii) Household sta.ff (three including a
• . . guard) ;••
.'.(iii) .One official car wi.th .driver; '
•••(iv'.) Free utilities (water, and electricity);
(v) A3 lov^ance for telephone (installation
and rental);
. • . (vi) Free telephone - official calls (office
' and •res i dence) - local calls.
Article 23 - Salary Scales ' ; . " " • .
The salary scales of Group II (1st a.nd 2nd Categories) and Group
III, Dsaoproved by,the As s embly of .Heads of State and Government i n
accordance v;ith pai-a Cc) of Article 16, of the Staff R-s-gu 1a t i ons , are
set out in Appendices A and S to tj-:e present Ku]es.
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Article 24 - Post Adjustment Allowance
<a) In order to ensure equivalence of purchasing power of
; OAU's salaries in different duty stations, a post
adjustment allowance is added to or deducted from the
salary of all staff members in.Groups.I and II except
those recruited under the provisions of para (e> of
Article 13 of the Staff Regulations and serving in
their own country.
Cb) Post Adjustment indices shall be established for all
localities where OAU staff are stationed, on the basis
of indices established by the UN International Civil
Service" Commission.
Article 25 - Housing Allowanrf^
<i) Staff members whose housing is provided rent-free by
the Organization or by an authority of the host country
shall be subject to a deduction from salary in an
amount to be determined by the Secretary-General.
(ii) Staff members whose rent exceeds the level taken into
account in fixing the levels of salary and post
adjustment shall • be entitled to a special rental
. allowance m accordance with conditions to be
prescribed by the Secretary-General, provided that the
accommodation was already occupied by the staff.member
before the date of entry into force of the new salary
scale, and that the Secretary-General is satiijfied that
the member was unable to fund suitable
accommodation at a lower rent.
Article 26 - Non-Resident s All
owance
Staff members of Group III (General Service Staff) who arp
r.o na lonals of. the country of their duty statxon travel on
receive fn^addiUon Organization are entitled to
ratpi oi basic salary, a non-resident allowance. The
required lo attrf^r r""" ^t^tion which shall be the minimum
• uali'F;^ t' h i, ° duty station, persons possessing
for thrhiVher"co^t be found locally and to compensate theme higher cos of living for on-residents, shall be establis d
a": 'br e'ntit'lTd t^ 'h' Ministers. Such mL::rf ^ha
exp:tri:te ben^ftL •̂ education grant and other
1




Spouse allov.^ance shall be paid to any staff member
whose spouse satisfies the definition of. dependency in
para Cc) of Article 3 of these Rules and who certifies
that he does not receive similar benefits in respect of
his spouse from any other source. Spouse allowance
shall ^equally be.payable to a^female. staff member whose
the same .conditions. The -amount .of
-- -the -sp&use-''allowance^ shari-',be'''determined ;'-trom-^ime to"
time on recominendatibn of the'Se'cretary-General to the
Council-.of Ministers. •
shall be paid to any staff raember
in respect of a Liiaxiii-um of six dependent children (four
for staff menibers recruited as -from 1 June, 1990)
satisfying the definition in ,pkra <d) of article 3. of
• these -Rules', up to the- age of twenty-four if the child
is permanently .disabled'. Payment', of this' allowance
shall be subject to the presentation, by the staff
member, of a written claim supported by evidence
satisfactory to the Secretary-General." .'.The amount
of the children s a 11-ovjanceshal 1 be determined from
time .to time on recommerjoati on of -the Secretary-General
to the Council of Ministers."'"
. • '̂̂ ^cation• ffirant slvall oe payable to s-taff mei?.bers in
di oups I and*1.1 vrhose duty station is elsewhere than in
their .home country and to those.ao. Group III v.-ho are
recruited outside- the countr^y o'f their duty station, in
respect of 'each child in full-time-attendance at an
educational institution., The grant shal 1-. be payable up
to end -of school' year in v/hich the child attains the
age of 21 . years-. -The amount of the grant shall be
.determined, from ti-me to time, by '-the Council of
-Ministers" on the reccr.imendation of the Secretary-
.Genera-1.' In addition, a staff member to whom an
education. grant is payable under the forep^oing
provisions ih_ respect of his- child's attendance at on
educational .insLitution elsev;here. than at' the duty
station shall be entitlfsd to travel expenses for the
child for one return journey in each school year
Detween the .school and t^e duty station, provided that
uhe cost-of trave 1 shall not exceed the cost of a rc"--Td
trip journey b.-tv.= een the staff member's hc.rne country
and duty station and ti'ir^t.the payment may be refused if
attendance at the school is -for le.ss than two-thirds of
the school year or if the Secretary-General considers
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the proposed travel to be unreasonable either because
of its timing in relation to other authorized travel of
the staff member or of other family members or because
the length of stay would be too short in relation to
the expense involved.
Article 28 - Allowances Related to Appointment and Travel
(a) Subsistence Allowance
Subsistence allowance is .payable to staff members
undertaking travel at the expense of the Organization
in the conditions specified in Chapter VIII of these
Rules, in accordance with ^ schedule of rates of daily
subsistence allowance by. country established by the
Secretary-Genera" with the approval of the.Council of
• Ministers.
(b ) Installation Allowance
Installation allowance is payable to-a staff member on
initial appointment (provided h=en=35+ras not been
recruited in the country of the duty station) or on
reassignment to another duty station. On arrival at
the new duty station he shall receive an allowance to
meet extra-ordinary living expenses consisting of the
full rate of the daily subsistence allowance authorized
.under the preceding paragraph for himself and 50 per
cent of that amount for each eligible dependant
accompanying him, for a maximum period of sixty days.
Arti cle 29. - Other Service Allowances
(a) Overtime Allowance: Staff members of Group III, 1st and
2nd Categories, who are required to work . in excess of
the normal week shall be. entitled to compensation.
Those belonging to either 1st or 2nd Category shall be
entitled to compensatory time off, those belonging to
the second category only shall be entitled-
alternatively to payment of an overtime allowance. The
hourly amounts of overtime allowance of each grade and
step of Group III, 2nd Category, shall be established
by the Secretary-General. The payment shall be subject
to budgetary provisions and shall in no case exceed in
any giveri-month, 25 per cent of the staff member's base





(b) Acting Allowance: Any staff member may be called upon
to assume temporarily, the functions and
responsibilities of a post iirimedlately above hi.s own.
If he does so satisfactorily for more than thirty osys,
he shall be entitled fromthe- thirty-first day, to an
acting allowance. The allowance shall be based on the
difference .between the basic monthly salary attached to
the staff member's actual grade and step" and v/hat he
would have received if promoted to the grade of the
• post the functions of v;hich he -is temporarily
performing, provided that the allowance shall ' not




undertaking an approved course.of study in the interest
of the-Organization-shal 1 b.e •ent i 11 ed, if the course is
held - elsewhere than at the duty stationto a training
a 11 owance -addi tiona 1 to his .. salary..- 'The Secretary-
General shall propose the terms and conditions of the
training, aliowsnce to the Council ' of Ministers for
approval. :If the . trainee -receives, an allowance from
any other source, the .Organi za t i on' s- allov.*ance shall be
abated by the ..amount, received. .
Ar ti c3 e 30 - Terminat ion ^ndemni ty . . • " •
A .staff rrjember v.-'hose confirmed fixed-term contract or
permanent appointment i s". terminated for abol-ition of -pbs-t or . reduct ion
of staff or-because .-.the staff member's physical, or-., mental health
incapacitates him for', further . servi-ce. in accordance with the
provisions" of Article-.22 of. the. Staff .Regulations', shall be entitled
to receive a . termi"na t i ori indemnity equi valfent to one" morith of- base
salary for each -complete year of service up to' a maximum of. twelve.
S'oars, ijrovided that:
(i) pvo indemnity", shall . be paid, to a .-.st.a.ff member ' who
.resigns," who retires upon reichi n/? "the age,limit, v;hose




(g) of Ar t i c 1 e
tc-rh^ination ^fter
in lif^ht of fcicts
ii-'r.ve prec 1iKKics tlie a:>v-o \ n v."jie;'jt, or conduct jucli ci i\1
to the smooth" n i .•5 i. i-v-. t i l n .-f tiie OAU). ' ' "
A1 lov7ance: A staff member v;ho is • g'ranted
-leave in accordance with the provisions of
33 .of these Rules for the Durtjose of
normal oi-cpiry date of v. fixed-term
dismissed for n-isconduct or vvho is
the provisions of paras Ce), (f) end
22 of the -Staff a t i ons (i.e.
conv i ct. i o51 f or a ci-i i na 1 o f r e"nre or
• cn105'A Oi- to "ppointinent v;hich would
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(ii) A staff member whose fixed-term contract or permanent
appointment is terminated under the provisions of para
(b) of Article 22 of the Staff Rules for unsatisfactory
service may, at the discretion of the Secretary-General
be paid a termination indemnity not exceeding half the
' standard amount stated above.
Article 31 - Salary Advances and Loans
(a) The Secretary-General may, • in exceptional and
compelling circumstances and upon the written request
of a staff member supported by satisfactory
justification, authorize the advance to the staff
member of not more than one month's net salary
exclusive of allowances and other entitlements. The
advance shall be liquidated by deductions from the
staff member's salary beginning in the second month
following that in which the advance was made and
spreading over not more than six months.
(b) Staff members of all categories may be granted loans
for the purchase of means of transport. The Secretary-
General shall establish the terms and conditions for
such loans, including appropriate means, of transport
for each category and modalities of repayment.
CHAPTER VI: ANNUAL. HOME AND SPECIAL LEAVE
Article 32 - Annual Leave
Pursuant to the provisions of para (a) of Article 18 Of the
Staff Regulations;
(a) The staff members of Groups I and II and nbn-locally
recruited staff members of -Group III shall be entitled
to twenty-eight (28) working days leave per year of
active service. Annual leave may not be accumiiilated
beyond one hundred and ten (110) working days or
commuted for cash.
Cb) Staff raembe-ps of Group III locally recruited shall be
entitled to twenty (20) and twenty-six (26) working
days forstaff members with less than five (5) and
those with more than five (5) years of active service
respectively. Annual leave may not be accumulated






Cc). A staff moniber v/ho does not qualify for ?inniictl lecive
iTiay be grsntitd advctncs aniiual lec;ve for a ir.um
period of twenty-four (24) v?orkin^ day: provided xhat
he completes his period of qualifying service
s ub e q u e n t"1 y .
(d) A staff Hiember v.'lio at the tiir;! nis
- 1
;eparc:c ion rrom
seryice has accrued annual Jeave shall be entitled to
receive in- lieu 'thereof a sum• 'of•money in accordance
v^ith . the provisions of-para (b) of- Articlo 52 of chsse
Rules. • • .
Leave, may only be t.ciken- V7h'en authorized snd subject 'to
the oxig.encies of the service':-' L'nauthorized absence
from'duty shall not be charged to annual leave and no
salary or allov.'ance shall be paid for such period of
v^bisence.. • • . "






leave; staff rnenibers v.?h> re serving
ir home -::ountry . shall be entitled cnce in
years ,of qualifying service, to.visit their
home country at the .Organization's e:-:penGe.
In
c-~
exceptional 'and compelling circumstances, the
Secretary-General- may, at' the request of a- staff
•mei'-iber., . authorise payment of• "home ' 1eaye travel expenses
to a. country, other than the staff member's hon:e. country
provided " tiiat the. cost does .-"not exceed that of tr-avel
to the. home country. ' • '
(c) Staff members may take their honie leave at any time" in-
,t.he calendar year in v;hich it falls-due, subject to tlis
exigencies " of service and to an- authorisation having
• been given.' A staff - sDi^mber .may be required to take his
, home leave in conjunction '.vith travel on official
mission, due regard being, had to the interests of the
staff nieniber and his family. . • • .
(d) In exceptional circumstances the. v-Secretary-Genera 1 may
authorize a staff j?.L-.T.ber; at his reqxiest, to tr.ke hone
leave in advance of the calendar ye'ar in <o}iich it f?:Ils
due, . provided that not less than eighteen months or'
qualifying, service have been completed ""and that not
less than eighteen months •have elapsed since the staff
niember's return from his previous hoirie leave.- . The
gra.nting. of advaiice home leave shall not advance the
calendar year in'vvhich the folJowing home leave vfoiild
normally fall due. " "
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(e) The first home leave, for an eligible staff member shall
fall due in the second calendar year after the one in
which the staff member took up his duties. In no case
shall home leave be granted before the staff member's
initial contract had been confirmed. Home leave shall
not be granted unless the staff member's service is
expected by the Secretary-Genera 1, to continue at least
six months beyond the date of return to duty from
proposed home leave.
(f) If a staff member delays taking his h'ome leave beyond
the calendar year in which it falls due, the leave not
taken shall' be forfeited and he shall not be entitled
.to take his next home leave until the second .calendar
year following that in which his leave was due. The
Secretary-General may however, decide that exceptional
considerations related 'to exigencies of the service
make it necessary for a staff member's home leave to
be delayed beyond the calendar year in which it falls
due, in which case the delayed leave may be taken
without altering the due time of the following home
leave, provided that no less than twelve months shall
elapse between the staff members's return from the
delayed home leave and departure on the next home
1eave.
(g) Eligible family members residing with the staff member
at the duty station shall be entitled to home leave,
normally in conjunction v/ith the travel of the staff
member: however, an exception * ritay be authorized if the
exigencies of the service or other special
circumstances prevent the staff member and his family
members from travelling together.
<h) If both husband and wife are staff members eligible for
home leave, each staff member shall have the choice of
exercising his or her own entitlement or of
accompanying the spouse. Dependent children whose
parents are both staff members entitled to home leave
may accompany . one or the other parent, provided that
neither Child nor parent shall thereby enjoy home leave
travel more frequently than otherwise permitted by
these Ru1es .
Article 34 - Special Leave
(a) The Secretary-General may grant special leave with pay,
with partial pay or without pay, at a staff member's
request for personal reasons, or to enable a staff
member undertake a course of study in the interest of
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•the Orgamzation-, or if the stc^ff SiO^ber is
from service at the request of the Government or nis
country -
(b) Special Leave for r«^rs^n3j.,Jj.eg^0:TS
in the . case of import ant fSTr.ily events, such ss
•confinement of a spouse, wedding. death
child or parent or brother or - sister, a staff jnejp.oer.
may, in accordance with ternis and conditions prescnoea
. .. by the Secretary-General, be granted three oays o.
leave .vnth'pay v.'hich shall not be charged lO annual
leave--; however, not" more than ten such days may be
taken during' any calendar year, any further days eing
• charged to annual leave.
(c> In- other- exceptional circumstances the Secretary
General .maygrant .a staff -member, at his request,
• special—leave- for^-^reasons'.of [personal convenience or
.. other important • reasons for •such period -and on such
ttr ;iTis •as--'the Secretary-Genera.!.. shai I prescribe.
frf.V Special" Leave' for Training Purposes.. ^ .
• :A' 'staff member may be* granted special .leave for the
Durpose -of undertaking a course, of study wliicn
considered likely to enhance his value ^ to ^ne
Or^^snizaticn: the cond i t i ons to which sucn ^eave is
subject shair...be Jjpecificd ot che L.imo i is .gr—.
(e) if the staff..^ member has • been, awarded scholarship,
bursary, training • grant or stuay '
-Organization, he,shall,be placed on speciar -^ave-^i.h
pay and continue to receive the salary d.id.allov.aa .
to V7hich he is normally entitled,, in addition^ r°
allowance' granted.• under the .a;.<ard, B':-" -nd to
rjrovided that he has signed an agreement to. rei.nd to
the Organization, all expenses . connected v.ith
training- i f he: '
Ci) does not obtain a certificate of satisfactory
.^ittendsnce at the course: or
Cii) does •not relurn to his post: or
(iii) undertakes riny other course of instruction
?-fter thf- ccnio i-rt ion or.. T.ne c;;7pi-o/ec. con. ^,e
when he should have rt: turned to his post
v/ithc.ut approval of the !:::ecretc;ry•P;
G"ira i : or
( i v)
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resigns from the Organization within two years
of his return to duty if the period of
training has been one year or less and a
further two years for each additional year of
the training period.
the- approved training course is
staMorth ? commuting distance of the duty4.1. ^ ^Jx^LaMl.t^ ur T.ne autvtion t e staff member shall be eligible or payment
°Ltion"anrf ^1°"^ between the duty
^ ® course, as well as to theTraining Allowance provided for under para Cc) of
Article 29 of these Rules. Heshall be expected to
fUjll time to the course and shall not
engap in any remunerated employment: if he does
receive any salary or . bther emolument from any other
Shan nof beentitled to any salary • or allowances from the
Organization in respect of the same period.
Cg) A staff member wishing-to fol low'̂ a—course of training
under a technical assistance scheme shall apply to be
nominated for the course through ' the normal
nfmi'n't selecting candidates for
- paramount considerations shall be thestaff member s aptitude as well as the benefit of the
boun^ ll The Organization is not
w°thn„t awards arranged by a staff memberclearance with the Organization. Staff
members attending such courses with the Organization's
approval shall continue to receive their normal sala.-y
thfn elsewhere
nroviri^rt f station, the Training -Allowancep ided or in para (c) of Articl 28 of these Rules.
staff member is authorized, at his request, to
above ""rse other than those referred to' - ® conditions shall be determined by the
include the grant of special
shall brr° staff Lmber
annull exhaust his entitlements to
salarv ?i thereafter shall not be entitled toy or allowances.
I
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(i) Release from service of seconded staff
V/hen a staff member who is seconded to the service of
the Org'anization by the Government of his country is
released from the service by the Secretary General at
-- the request of that Government in accordance with
the provisions of Article 12 (f) of the Staff
Regulations, the staff member may be placed on leave
without pay in the conditions set out in para (g) of
Article 17 of the Staff Regulations for a period not
exceeding-twelve months or, at the discretion of the
Secretary-General, separated from service in the
conditions set out in para (d) of Article 23 of the
Staff Regulations.
(j) A staff member who is placed on leave without pay shall
at the expiry of his leave, resume his post or, failing
this, be separated from service, A staff,member who is
separated from service in accordance with the
provisions of this Article shaM be eligible to be re-
employed in accordance with the provisions of Article
21 of the present Rules.
CHAPTER VII: SOCIAL SECURITY
Article 35 - Sick Leave
Staff members who are incapacitated from the performance of
their duties by illness or injury shall be granted sick leave under
the following terms and conditions:
(a) All sick leave must be approved and authorized on
behalf of the Secretary-General by the Organization's
Medical Officer or,, at the duty stations away from
Headquarters, by another physician recognized by the
Organization.
Cb) A staff member holding a fixed-term contract for less
than one year shall accrue sick leave credit at the
rate of two working days per month of service.
(c) A staff member holding a fixed-term contract for one
year or longer, whether confirmed or not, may be
granted sick leave up to two months on full salary and
two months on half salary in any period of twelve
consecutive months, provided that the amount of sick
leave permitted "in any three consecutive years shall
not exceed six months of which three months shall be on
full salary and three months on half salary.
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holdi-ng a permanent appointment may be
fnri leave up to three months of full salarya d three months on half sala y in a y period of twelve
consecutive months, provided that the amount of sick
leave permitted in any three consecutive years shall
not exceed eight months of which four months shall.be
on full salary and four months on half salary.
(e) Staff members shall be responsible for informing their
supervisors as soon as possible of absence due to
llness Any absence from duty on grounds of" ® injury shall be supported by a medicalcertificate from the OAU Medical Officer or a duW
qualified medical practitioner to the effect that the
staff member is unable to perform his duties and
stgting the probable duration of illness.
(f) A staff member who is on sick leave shall not leave the
station, without the prior approval of
Officer advice of the OAU Medical
member who has exhausted his entitlement to
sick leave under paras (c) and Cd) above shall be
examined by the Medical Panel to determine the staff
memoer s fitness to continue in the servic'e of the
P--ovisions- of paraArticle 23 of the Staff Regulations regarding
termination on medical grounds. '
(h) Astaff member may be required at any time to undergo
examination by the Medical Officer to ensure that he fs
otherf*"^"^ ailment likely to impair the health of
Ci) A staff member in whose household there is any case of
"ho receives a quarantine order
OAU^Med^Ll immediately inform theAU Medica Officer or, elsewhere than t Headquarters
other physician recognized by the Organization If the
staff memoer is directed not to attend the Office he
receive his full salary and other
entitlements during the period of forced absence,
^J ^ Med i ca 1 b'vacua t ion
U) When, in case of serious illness or injury
It is necessary for a staff member or
eligible dependant to leave the duty station
for medical diagnosis or treatment.
n
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authorization for travel at the expense of
the Organization shall be given by the
Secretary-General on the advice of the.
Medical Panel or, when it is not available,
of a group of at least two doctors appointed
or recognized by the Secretary-General. The
Medical Panel or group of doctors shall, in
particular, verify that facilities for the
necessary diagnosis or treatment do not exist
locally. Nevertheless, if the life of the
staff member or dependant is in danger or if
specialized examination is urgently needed
for diagnosis of a difficult, case, approval
for medical evacuation may exceptionally be
given by an " appropriate authority on the
spot.
(ii) The period from the beginning of the staff
member s travel oh medical evacuation until
he is fit to resume duty shall be considered
as s i ck 1eave.
(ill) If the staff member or eligible dependant U
treated as an-, out-patient He shall ie
entitled to the daily subsistence allowance
applicable to the country concerned for a
period not exceeding three months, except if
the place where he is treated is his normal
place of residence in the"home country. Any
extension beyond the period of three months
may be authorized only by the Secretary-
General in exceptional circumstances and on
the advice of the Medical Panel. Ihe payment
of daily subsistence allowance shall in any
case not exceed the maximum period of the
staff member's entitlement to sick leave.
Civ) The Secretary-General may. on medical advice,
also authorize payment of travel expenses for
a doctor or nurse or for another family
member to accompany the sick staff member or
dependant. If for a doctor or nurse, the
authorization shall be for return travel and
for the minimum unavoidable stop-over at the
place of treatment. If for a family member,
in addition to return travel, daily
subsistence allowance may be authorized if
the staff member or sick dependant is
hospitalized and the accompanying family
member is obliged to stay in a hotel.
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(v) Where the staff member has received special
treatment away from the duty station and,
after his return to duty has been medically
advised to. report back for further
. examination and treatment, the Medical Panel
or Group of doctors appointed shall determine
whether it is necessary for the staff member
to travel again to the place where he was
or whether the follow—up treatment
could satisfactorily be provided at the duty
station.
Article 36 - Maternity- and Paternitv Leave
(a) A staff member who will have served continuously for
one year at the anticipated date of her confinement
shall be entitled, updn presentation of a medical
certificate, to maternity leave on full pay for twelve
weekt;, (i.e. six weeks before and six weeks after
confinement).
Cb) A member with less than one year of continuous
service at the anticipated date of confinement shall be
giver, accrued annual leave and, on her request, special
• ' ^thout pay for the balance of her absence.
Cc) Ori Uie occasion of the confinement of his spouse a
staff member shall be- entitled, in accordance with the
, . provjsions of para* (b) of Article 34 of these Rules, to
three .days of special leave with pay as paternity
- 1eave.. ' ^ j
Article 37 - Compensation For Service-incurr-^rf Illnp.«=s- Tn-i.ir-y
• Death . . '
All. staff, members .shal1 be entitled to compensation in the
event of death, injury or illness attributable to the performance of
official duties on. .^ehalf. of the Organization. The terms and
_cond_itions of.this compensation shall be established by the Se-cre-tarv-
General and approved by the Council of-Ministers.
Article 38 - Medical Assistance Plan
(a) Staff members of all categories shall be entitled to
participate in the Medical Assistance Plan.
Cb) Mecial expenses incurred by staff members shall be
refunded, to the extent and in the conditions defined in
the Rules of the Plan.
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(c) Medical expenses incurred outside the duty station
shall be eligible for refund under the Plan provided
that the staff member was on an authorized mission in
the place where the expenses were incurred or that he
or an eligible family member was on approved leave or
that the expenses relate to a child in respect of whose
attendance at school in the locality where education
grant is being paid under para <c) of Article 27 of the
present Rules.
Article 39 - Pens ion
(a) All staff members of Group I. Group II and Group III
holding appointments for- one year or more or who have
completed one year's uninterrupted service shall
participate in the OAU Pension Plan. '
<b) The conditions of participation and the entitlements of
participants shall be as provided for in the
Regulations of the Pension Plan approved by the Council
of Ministers.
CHAPTER VIII: TRAVEL
Article 40 - Authority for Travel
All travel of staff members . or of their dependants at the
expense of the Organization shall be subject to a written
authorization by the Secretary-General or his representative. It is
the staff member's personal responsibiIity to make sure that he has
such an authorization before undertaking travel.
Article 41 - Types of" Travel
Subject to the provisions set out in the present Rules, the
Organization shall pay expenses of travel of the following types:
(a) On official mission on behalf of the Organization;
(b) On initial appointment (recruitment) from the staff
member's recognized home or place of recruitment to the
duty station;
Cc) On change of duty station (transfer);
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(d) On . home leave, 'from the duty . .station, to the place
, • recognized in his letter of appointment as his home or
other authorized place and return;
(e) On separation from service, from .the iduty . station to
the place recognized in his letter of appointment as
his home or other authorized place: . -
(f) For* medical reasons, in accordance with para (j) of
•Article 35 of these Rules. for sec.urity reasons or for
other special reasons as authorized by the Secretary-
General .
Arti<-1 e 42 - Route, Mode and Class of Travel
(a) Alr-l travel at the expense of the .Organization shall be
by the route, mode and standard of transportation
approved in advancc by the Secretary General. The
normal route shall be the most di.>*ect and most
economi ca1.
* •
(b) The class of travel by air shall be for the Secretary-
• General and Assistant Secretaries-General , first class,
and for all other staff members, economy*class. If'
surface- travel by land or sea is authorized, the class
and conditions shall be specified by the Secretary-
Genera 1 . ;
(c) The Secretary General shall determine from time to
time, conditions for payment of excess baggage charges,
including those for transport of official documents and
other • materials, particularly for conferences and
meetings organized by or in conjunction with the OAU
(d) Staff members shall not be entitled to keep any refund
from unused tickets or from reduction in class of
trayel- Any- such refunds and unused tickets shall be
returned to the Travel Section of the Secretariat on
completion of travel.
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(e) (i) Whenever a staff member is authorized to use
his own means of transport for official
travel, he shall be paid mileage allowance at
a rate determined by the Secretary General.
The Organization, shall however, no e
; liable to any other claims arising from the
use of the private vehicle of the staff
member.
(ii) Where two or more officers travel in the same
private vehicle on official travel. mileage
allowance shall be paid to only one of them/
(iii) Mileage allowance shall be payable to such_a
staff member if the distance covered by the
vehicle is more than 15 kms outside the
official duty Station.
fFi Staff members may claim reimbursement of any other
authorized or unforeseen' expenses incurred during
travel and not deemed to be covered by the daily
subsistence allowance, subject to submission o
relevant receipts and supporting ,ft
reimbursement of such expenses shall
terms ,and . conditions established by the Secretary
General.
Article 43 - Fntitlement to Subsist.'nce Allowance
(a) Staff members travelling on official mission ^hall be
entitled to daily subsistence allowance at the rate
. established for the'localities visited as .provided in
para (a) of Article 28 of these Rules, during trave.
and for the duration of their mission. including any
period recorded as sick leave but excluding
for travel other than by the most direct route
undertaken at the traveller's own initiative.
Staff members travelling on appointment, change of duty
station, home leave or separation shall be entitled to
subsistence allowance during travel time, including
authorized stop-over.
tc) Staff • members authorized to travel at the
Organization's expense for medical reasons
(i) of Article 35 of these Rules shall be entitled to
subsistence allowance as provided for in that Article.
(b)
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Those authorized to.travel for security or other
..special reasons under.para Cf).of Article 41 of these
Rules, shall, be entitled, to subsistence allowance on
- conditions .to be determined by the Secretary General in
each case.<
Article 44 - Travel on Initial Appointment .
On initial : appointment the Organization shall pay travel
expenses for the staff,, member and eligible ipairiily members from the
staff member's home country, place of normal' residence or place from
which he was; recrui ted. to. the official duty station.
Article 45 - Travel on Separation
On separation in accordance -with the provisions of Articles
22 and 23 of. the, staff. Regulations, the Organization shall pay travel
expenses for-the^ staff ' member and e 1igible. dependants ' from the duty
station to the home.country or to some other place, the Cost of travel
'--t*o' which does -not. exceed .the cost to..the home country, provided that
if the staff , member has , res.i'gned. af ter less than one ..year of service
or within-six ^month? after, re.turn. from home leaVe, ' ho ' rjeturn travel
expenses shall be paid unless the Secretary General is satisfied that
there are . sufficient reasons for authorizing payment"; '
Article 46 - Travel of Dependants • " .1
(a)' When,_ a staff .member is authorized^ to "tiravel" at the
Organization's expense on appointment, change of duty
station,., home ; leave or separation. the ^Organization
,,;Shali pay, tl^e. travel, expenses, of .eligible family
members who accompany" the staff, member'^ in the same
. . - , condit.ions .as those" of- the staff member..,.
Cb) The persons in respect of whom travel expenses are
payable, subject to the ^provisions of . para (d ) below,
shal 1 ., be.. the spouse (whether-dependent. -or-not) -and
dependent children as d.e.f.ined in^ para, (d) of Article 3
of these Hules.
(c) Payment may also.be authoriz.ed _f or return travel to the
•= other, place ' provijding the cos t is not
. greater.) of • ..a former spouse.-pr.. of. a'.child who has
ceased. .to ..be dependent, proy.i d.ed .'.tha t. in the latter
case travel shall be undertaken within one year
following the cessation of dependency or the completion
of a course of study.
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(d) Payment of travel expenses in respect of family members
upon appointment or change of duty station shall be
subject to the condition that the staff member's
appointment or assignment to the new duty station is
for not less than one year.
Article 47 - Transportation of Deceased
(a) Upon the death of a staff member or his spouse or
dependant child, the Organization shall bear the
expenses of transportation of the remains from the duty
station or. if death occurred while in travel status,
from the place of death, to the staff member's home
country or place of normal residence. These expenses
shall include the cost of coffin, undertaker's fees and
reasonable costs for the preparation of the body. If
local internment is chosen, rather than return to home
country, reasonable expenses incurred for the
internment shall be reimbursed.
, (b) In case of death of a staff member, the Organization
shall bear the expenses of .round-trip travel of the
spo.use or, in the absence of the spouse, other close
having resided with the staff member at the
duty station, to accompany the remains. The Secretary
General shall also designate his representative to
accompany the remains.
(c) Similarly, in case of death of the spouse or dependent
child of a staff member elsewhere than at the duty
station, the Organization shall bear the cost of travel
of the st.aff member by the most direct and quickest
route to the place of death.
Arti^_l_e—^ - Transpdrtation of Household Goods and Personal Effects
Upon initial, appointment, change of duty station, -for not less
than one year, or separation from service, on.in case of death, the
0^§fariizat 1on shall pay the cost for the transportation of a staff
member s personal effects and removal of his household goods. in
accordance with detailed conditions established by the Secretarv-
Genera 1 . j jr
CHAPTER IX: SEPARATION
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Article 49 - Resignation
(a) In accordance with Article 22 of the Staff Regulations,
a staff member may resign by giving the Secretary
General the required notice in writing as follows:
<b)
<c)
(i) If he holds a permanent
months' notice;
appointment, three
(ii) In all other cases, one month's notice.
The Secretary General may accept resignation on shorter
notice.
If a staff member leaves before the expiration of the
required period of notice without.the authorization of
the Secretary Genera'K: the Organization shall deduct
from any monies due to the staff member, an amount
equivalent to his salary and allowances for the
Vemaining part of this period of notice.
Article 50 - i'ermination
Ca)
(b)
The -Secretary General may terminate the appointment of
•a staff member for any of the reasons specified in
Article 23 of the Staff Hegulations by giving him three
months' notice in writing" if he holds a permanent
appointment or one month's noticein writing if he hold
a confirmed fixed-term contract. A staff member whose
fixed-term contract has not been" con-firmed may be
terminated with one month's notice in writing
time during the probationary period for' any
reasons specified in Article 23 of the
Regulations or without, notice at -the •, end
probationary period if" his contract is not confirmed
under the conditions set out in Article 19 of these
Rules .
The Secretary General may also terminate the
appointment of a staff member who holds a fixed-term
contract prior to the expiry date for such other









- ^ i- ^ member shall be terminated(C, NO appo.nt.en. ^of Recruitment.
^ pro^ions
O^n:.:. .n accordance WUH
Article 66 of these Hules.
<- =1 For- the termination of 2 staff ineiaber(d) Before a proposal for presented to the
for unsatisfactory services ?• <. and StaffRecruitment •"ti;e';,3fr:::5:rconcerned shall
• • b^r%ie:^^r:ritre44"nLg by his supervisors:
if he .still fails to attain the tiedrecommendation for ^^hannels The Recruitment,
.. through hierarchical channels Development
Appointments. Promotion staff member is givenConunittee Shan h^^o^ptaL.tr Lde against
-4"- ib'Hir;S-St::ir;:r HsrsiB"c.twrLr«, .. t,„,•«
the end of the notice period.
cn Retirement on ,Tot '̂regard r^rrn^t.^on
a .fixed-term contract shall .nox .regu.va
within the meaning of these Rules.
Article 51 - Retirement
The separation from -service f Regulations
thalftake e^flct'on ^hri^st d.y of the month in which he reaches the
iLcle 52 - Financial Obi Lg^Uo5^and.^ntitleme^^
(a) Before reparation from "reimCse^r'the
ol^g^^.zrtforaS'Lnres Te may owe it and to .ndemn.fy
thi Organization. Partially or
financial loss suffered by .t as any
member's negligence or of his .
regulation, rule or administrative instruction.
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(b> A staff member who at the same time of his separation
from service has accrued annuali—l^ave shall be
entitled, in accordance with para Xe) of Article.32 of
.these Rules, to be paid in lieu thereof a sum of money
equivalent to his base salary for the period
corresponding to the number of working days of annual
leave accumulated, excluding any compensatory days,
subject to a maximum of 110 working days.
(c) If, upon separation, a staff member has advance annual
leave or sick leave beyond that which he has
subsequently accrued, he shall make restitution for
such advance leave by refund or by offset against
monies due to him from the Organization, equivalent to
the salary and allowances received in respect of the
outstanding days of advance leave.
(d) Termination Indemni ty
The conditions in which a staff member whose permanent
appointment- or confirmed fixed-terra appointment is
terminated may be entitled to receive a termination
indemnity, and the amount of the indemnity, are set out
in para (b) of Article 30 of these Rules.
Article S3 - Effect of Criminal Proceedings Against a Staff Member
<a) A staff member who is charged with a criminal offence,
other than a minor traffic offence, shal1 ..report the
fact to the Secretary General in accordance with para
Cc) of Article 17 of these Rules. :
(b) Where a pr ima f ac i e -case of a serious nature has been
established against a staff member and it is considered
that the continued performance of his duties is against
the interest of the Organization or prejudicial to the
- investigation of the charge against him, the Secretary
General shall suspend the staff member from carrying on
his duties and shall suspend him from the exercise of
the powers and functions of his office pending the
outcome of the investigation into the matter. Such
suspension shall, however, carry with it the payment of
sa1ary.
Cc) A staff member against whom a criminal charge is laid
or against whom proceedings are being instituted shall
be suspended from duty if it is considered that-in the
interest of t.he Organization he shall cease to exercise
the powers and functions of his office immediately. On
I
/ J
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suspension, the staff member shall be entitled to
receive half of his monthly emoluments. A staff member
on suspension shall cease to perform his duties and
also cease to report for duty. He shall not leave his
duty station without the written and specific approval
of the Secretary General during the period the case
against him is pending.
(d) If the staff member is acquitted of the criminal
offence with which he was charged, he shall be
reinstated in his functions and shall be entitled to
any part of his salary which was withheld. Nothing,
however, shall prevent the Secretary General from
taking disciplinary action after consultation with the
Joint Disciplinary Board, against the staff member on
grounds of any other charge arising from the staff
member's conduct in the matter, provided that the
charge is not the same as the criminal charge of which
the staff member has been acquitted nor does it raise
substantially the same issues as that charge.
<e) If the .staff member is convicted on a criminal charge,
the Secretary General, in consultation with the Joint
Disciplinary^Board, shall consider the proceedings of
the criminal court and, if he is of the opinion that
the staff member's appointment should be terminated
under para (e) of Article 23 of the Staff Regulations
or that disciplinary measures should be taken against
that staff- member under Article 26 of the Staff
Regulations, he shall take appropriate action in
accordance with those Articles.
CHAPTER X: PERSONNEL ADVISORY BODIHS
Article 54 - Composition and Terms of Reference
The composition and terms of reference of .the Personnel Advisory
Bodies provided for in Article 25 of the Staff Regulations shall be as
defined in the, following Articles:
Article - Joint Administrative Committee
(a) The Joint Administrative Committee shall be composed
of:
the Assistant Secretary General in-charge of the
Department of Administration (CHAIRMAN):
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the Director of the Department of Administration and
Conferences.;
the Chief Legal' Adviser;
- one Senior Official from each other Department
designated by the Secretary General for a term of
one year;
four staff members designated by the Staff
Association for a term of one year:
the Head of Personnel Division "(who shall act as
.. SECRETARY).
(b> If a member of the ' Committee is unable to attend a
meeting he may be replaced by an'alternate; in the case
•of the members designated by the Secretary General and
the Staff Association respectively such alternates
shall be drawn from lists established by the Secretary
General and the Staff Association at the same time as
the titular members are designated. In the absence of
the Assistant Secretary General, the Director of the
Department of Administration and Conferences shall act
as Chairman and may be replaced by another member of
his Department.
(c) The . Joint Administrative Committee is competent to
consider all questions of general interest concerning
the staff'.'! such as personnel policies, changes in the
Staff Rules and Regulations or in administrative
instructions and procedures and questions of staff
conditions of work and welfare. It shall not examine
cases of individual staff members.
(d) The Committee shall consider all matters referred to it
by the Secretary General. It may also decide to
include in its agenda, questions raised by*- the
Chairman. by any of its members' or by the Staff
Association.
(e) The Committee shall meet at least twice a year and as
often as required for the transaction of its business.
The Committee's report, containing the summary of its
discussions and its recommendations, shall be submitted
by the Chairman to the Secretary General.
I
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ArtIcle 56 - Recruitment. Appointments^ Promotions and Staff
Developaent Cozniai ttee
Ca) The Recruitment, Appoi ntmen ts ... . Proixio-ti ons and Staff
Developiiient Committee shall be composed of:
the Assistant Secretary General -in-charge of the
Department of Administration.(Chairman);
the Director of the Department of Administration
and Conferences;
the Chief Legal Adviser; .
Two Senior Officials designated by the Secretary
General;
Two members designated by the Staff Association;
the ,Head of Personnel Division (who shall act as
Secretary).
<b> The Committee shall examine the files and records of
all . candidates having the required minimum
qualifications for each post to .be filled. In
accordance with para. <c) of Article 12 of the Staff
Regulations. it shall ensure that due consideration is
given to the. qualifications of staff members already in
the service of the Organization. It shall hear the
recomiDendations of the Department concerned and» having
regard to the criteria "set out in Article 12 of the
Staff Regulations and Article 13 of these RuTes^ shall
make its recommendations to the Secretary General.
(c) The Committee shall consider and make its
recommendations on all proposals for action relating to
staffs members on probation (confirmation, extension,
termination); renewal of fixed-term contracts or grant
of permanent status; withholding of within-grade
increment or grant of accelerated advancement;
selection for promotion; termination for any'of the
reasons stated under Article 23 of the Staff
Regulations. and any other proposals for action
concerning the personnel status of individual staff
members which are brought to its attention. The Board
shall not be concerned with disciplinary cases.
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(d). The Committee shall also consider the applications of
staff members for scholarships, bursaries or training
grants.
(e) The Committee may constitute from among its members,
sub-committees to consider particular cases or
categories of cases; such Sub-committees shaH normally
be chaired by the Director of the Department of
Administration. Unless otherwise decided by the
Committee, the reports of the Sub-Committees shall be
submitted to the Committee.
(f) The Committee or any of its sub-committees shal.Whave
the right to request any other staff member whose
evidence it believes may be relevant tp its
appreciation of the case be:i,ng considered to appear
"before it.' When a case of termination on grounds of
ill-health is being considered, the OAU Medical Officer
shali participate in the Board s deliberations ex
o f f. i c i o •
yhe ; Committee shall meet as often as required oh the
convocation of its- Chairman.
Ar.ticle 5/ - Medical Panel
(a) The Medical Panel shall be composed of'-the OAU Medical
Officer(s> and other medical practitioners in the
regular or consultative service of the Organization.
(b) Each member of the Panel in turn shall act as
Chai rroancase by case.
(c) The Panel shall examine alh"cases referred to it by the
OAU Medical Officer or by the Head of Personnel
Division relating to the physical or mental fitness of
a person to be appointed tp the Secretariat or to
continue in its service: prolonged illness after
exhaustion of sick leave entitlement: termination on
grounds of ill-health; service-incurred accident,
injury or illness; resumption of service after
disability or long illness; medical evacuation, etc.
(d) The Panel's de1iberotions shall be strictly
confidential. Its conclusions or recommendations shall
be presented to ihe Secretary General Lhroug). thx.
Assistant'Secretary General in-charge of the Department
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(e) If the Panel's findings are contested either by the
staff member concerned or by the Secretary General, the
Panel shall reconsider the case, being enlarged for
; this purpose by two -dotrtors qualified to practise in
the duty station country, one chosen by the staff
member concerned, and the other by the Secretary
General. The enlarged Panel's conclusion shall be
reached if necessary by a simple majority and it shall
be considered valid and final (without prejudice to the
right of the staff member to appeal in accordance with
the provisions of Article 62 of these Rules against any
administrative action that may be taken consequent upon
the medical findings).
Article 58 - Joint Disciplinary Board
(a) The Joint Disciplinary Board established in application
of Article 26 of the Staff Regulations shall be
composed of:
the Director of the Department of Administration
and Conferences;
one member appointed for each case by the
Secretary General;
four members drawn from lists established annually
by the Starr Association for each category of
Group II and Group III, provided that at least two
of the members appointed for the hearing of each
case shall belong to the same Group and Category
as the staff member whose case is being heard;
the Head of Personnel Division or other staff
member appointed by the Secretary General for the
hearing of a particular case. who shall act as
Secretary.
Cb) No member of the Board shall be of a grade lower than
that of the staff member whose case is being heard.
(c) The Secretary General may, at the member's request, if
he deems the request justified, excuse any member of
the Board from participation in the hearing of a
specific case. In that event, the member so excused
shall be replaced by another staff member of the same
category, appointed in the same conditions as the
excused staff member.
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Cd) the Head of Personnel Division or another person
exceptionally appointed as Secretary for the hearing of
a particular case shall act as rapporteur and shall
supply any information needed by the Board but shall
^ not participate in the deliberations.
(e) The Board shall be chaired by the most senior officer
in Grade participating.
(f) Ihe Board shall examine cases referred to it by the
Secretrtry General. Its procedures shall be as defined
in Article 60. of these Rules.
Article 59 - Disciplinary Measures
(a> The disciplinary measures which the Secretary General
may impose upon a staff member in application of
Article 26" of the Staff Regulations shall be as
follows:
(i) Censure: a censure shall be recorded in the
staff member's file.
^ i i ^ Deferment or Withholding of Annual Vithin-
grade Increment:
In imposing this sanction, the Secretary
General shall specify whether the step (or
steps) withheld are definitively forfeited or
whether one or more of them may be restored
should there • be no recurrence of
unsatisfactory conduct within a period fixed
by the Secretary General.
Suspension Without, Pav: A staff member
suspended without pay as a disciplinary
measure (as distinct from suspension pending
investigation as provided in para. (d) of
Article 60 of these Rules) . shall cease to
his duties and shall cease to receive
salary or allowances. The period of
suspension without pay shall not exceed ten
(10) working days.
ni a1 of Promotion: In imposing this
sanction the Secretary General shall specify
the number of years for which the staff
member shall not be promoted having regard to
the provisions of para. (c) of Article 20 of
these Rules.
n
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(v) Demotion: Unless otherwise specified by the
Secretary General, a staff member who is
demoted shall not be eligible for promotion
before the expiry of the period specified in
para, (c) (ii) of Article 20 of these Rules.
(vi) Dismissal on Disciplinary Grounds: A staff
member who is dismissed on disciplinary
grounds shall not be entitled to notice and
he shall not be entitled to termination
indemni ty.
(b) An oral or written warning or reprimand shall be
distinguished from a written censure by the Secretary
General as defined in para (a) (i) above; it may be
given by the supervisor or other superior officer and-
shall not be considered as a disciplinary measure.
Article 60' - Procedures to be followed in Disciplinary Matters
• (a) When a charge of misconduct is made against a staff
member, his supervisor shall ask him for a written
explanation, giving him a reasonable time to reply.
(b) .When the staff member's written reply is received, or
upon the expiration of the time allowed for reply, if
it is considered that a urima facie case exits for
disciplinary action, a report setting out the charge
and proposing the disciplinary measure to be taken,
together with the staff member's reply, shall be
forwarded through hierarchical channels to the
Secretary General.
(c) If the Secretary General considers that there are
grounds for disciplinary action, he may impose a
written censure, as defined in para, (a) (i) of Article
59 of these Rules, but in all other cases he shall
refer the matter to the Joint Disciplinary Board for
advice before imposing any other disciplinary measure.
(d) If the Secretary General considers that there is prima
facie evidence of serious misconduct by a staff member
and that a staff member's continuance in service will
be prejudicial to the interests of the Organization or
to the investigation of the charge, the Secretary
General may suspend the staff member from duty pending
his decision in the case. Such suspension shall carry
with it the payment of salary: it shall be without
prejudice to the rights of the staff member and shall
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not constitute a disciplinary measure. While suspended
from duty the staff member shall not leave the area of
the duty station v7ithout the authorization of the
Secretary General.
(e) The Joint Disciplinary Board, established in conformity
with Article 26 of the Staff Regulations and whose
composition is defined in para. (a) of Article 58 of
these Rules. shall be seized of the case by the
Secretary General. The Board shall be convened by the
Director of the Department of Administration.
(f) The ^harge against the staff member, his reply and all
other documents relevant to the case shall be
communicated to the members of the Board and to the
staff member concerned. Sufficient time shall be given
to study these documents', bearing in mind the
desirabi1ity that the Board act with the maximum
dispatch. The confidential records of the staff member
concerned shall be made available to the Chairman of
the Board.
(g) The proceedings of the Board shall be considered valid
only if two-thirds of its members are present",
including one member designated by the Staff
Association of the same Group as the staff member whose
case is being heard.
(h> Proceedings before the Board shall normally be limited
to the original written presentation of the charge,
together with a brief statement, and rebuttals which
may be made orally or in writing or both.
(i) . The staff member concerned may be represented by a
lawyer at his owxi expense or by another staff member of
his choice who is not a member of the Joint
Disciplinary Board.
Cj) If the staff member concerned so requests, the Board
shall hear him or his representative. The Board may
also decide to hear any other person whose evidence it
believes, may be relevant to the establishment of the
truth.
<k) The Board shall adopt its findings, by a majority of
its membership. The report, which shall be signed by
all members present, shall contain the Board's findings
and recommendations to the Secretary General as to
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which disciplinary measure, if any, should be imposed
and the reasons thereof, together with any minority
opinion. The report shall be submitted to the
Secretary General by the Chairman.
(1) The members of the Board shall respect, during the
deliberations and thereafter, the confidential
character of the Board's proceedings.
(m) The Secretary General's decision shall be made known to
the staff member concerned and also to the members of
the Board. The staff member shall have the right to
appeal against the Secretary General's decision in
accordance with Article 27 of the Staff Regulations.
Article 61 - Abandonment of Post
A staff member who absents himself from duty without
authorization shall be liable to disciplinary action under Article 26
of the Staff Regulations. After he has been absent for five days, a
registered letter shall be sent to his last known address, calling
upon him to return-to duty or to provide satisfactory justification
for his absence and^^^vrarning" him that- if he fails to do- so disciplinary
action will be taken against him. If no reply is received within
fifteen (15) days, a second registered letter shall be sent notifying
him that disciplinary action shall be taken against him under Article
60 of these Rules. The disciplinary action shall then proceed after a
further fifteen (15) days, notwithstanding the absence of the staff
member and, unless there arc special or attenuating circumstances,
shall lead to his dismissal for abandonment of post. The dismissal
shall take effect from the first day of the staff member's
unauthorized absence.
Article 62 - Appeals by Staff Hembers
(a) A staff member wishing to appeal against an
administrative decision concerning him shall, as a
first step, address a letter to the Secretary General
requesting that the administrative decision in question
be reviewed: such a letter must be sent by registered
mail if the staff member is serving away _ from the
Headquarters within thirty days from the date of the
contested decision. If the Secretary General confirms
the decision or if no reply is received by the staff
member within thirty days, the staff member shall be
entitled to file, within a further thirty days, an
.appeal with the Administrative Tribunal in the form
prescribed in the Tribunal's Rules of Procedure,
reproduced in a separate document.
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(b) The filing of an appeal shall not have the effect of
suspending execution of the decision contested unless
the Secretary General decides otherwise.
CHAPTER XIII: GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 63 - Entry into Force
These Rules shall come into force upon their approval by the
Council of Ministers.
Article 64 - Amendments
In conformity with Article 29 of the Staff Regulations,
these Rules may be supplemented or- amended by the Council of
Ministers, subject to the maintenance of the acquired rights of staff
members.
Article 65 - Implementation
The Secretary General shall .take all -ne-cessary measures, to
implement these Rules and, without prejudice to the acquired ri^ghts of
staff members, shall notify them of all administrative measures he
deems appropriate to that end.
Adopted in Addis Ababa on 7 July, 1990.
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